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Nayana’s Purpose

Giomo, a neighboring galaxy, had sent Nayana, whose only job was to watch over our

galaxy, making sure that we would never try to invade them. Despite the fact that she was

designed to do one specific thing, Nayana would eventually develop human-like attributes after

spending many years in our galaxy, including the emotion of love. As she became more adapted

to our galaxy, she would become visible to one very special woman in the renaissance era of

Italy; Rona, the daughter of an astrologer, would look through her father’s telescope one night

and spot Nayana. Every night after seeing Nayana, Rona would go to the lake and read poems

and songs that she wrote based on her one sighting of Nayana. Nayana would hear her words and

become intrigued, so she would reflect herself on the lake, so that Rona could see her. They

would continue to see each other this exact way for a year, until Nayana makes the realization

that she is in love with Rona; no longer being able to be so apart from her, Nayana uses all of her

strength to create a human form, so that she may stand face to face with Rona on Earth. As

Nayana and Rona stand close to one another, looking deeply into each other's eyes, they are only

able to share a single kiss, before they are interrupted by a frightening storm. Now, this is no

ordinary storm, but it is actually an ambassador of Giomo, coming to tell Nayana that the enemy

is trying to corrupt her, so they are going to declare war against Earth. Before anyone can do

anything else, Nayana quickly takes action and begins to sing one of Rona’s songs, with a

melody that visually paints the good values of Earth. This would convince Nayana’s home that

Earth isn’t as bad as they thought, so they decide to trust her and instead try to unite their



galaxies, to become something truly pure and beautiful. As they are about to attempt to try and

create this new world, both people of Earth and the beings of Giomo begin to speak loudly,

saying that they think that the treaty is a trick. The arguing would become louder and more

intense from both sides, causing Nayana to become frustrated and overwhelmed, leading her to

react by belting out a strong note, mixed with both sweet and sour sounds, creating a massive

explosion across the universe. Once the dust settled and Nayana came to, she realized that she

had combined both the Milky Way and Giomo and created three separate realms: Hatower,

Lovuty, and Middion. Hatower was filled with those who believed that the two galaxies could

never live in harmony and constantly are at war with one another, while Lovuty is where the

ones who believed in true peace and harmony lived together in a loving environment. Hatower

and Lovuty are both realms for those in the afterlife, so Middion was the realm for the living; it

would be here where their fate in the afterlife would be determined based on their actions while

they are alive. Nayana had determined that the power of the hatred that existed in Hatower could

potentially become too powerful, especially if one side ever won the war, allowing them to

escape and attack the other realms, so she took it upon herself to be the watcher of that realm.

Rona did not like the idea of this, but she understood that Nayana was doing it in order to keep

everyone safe, including her. As it turns out that when they shared a kiss, some of Nayana’s

powers were transferred to Rona, allowing her to take a new form, allowing her to be the watcher

of Lovuty. Even though they would be apart, they would always have Rona’s songs to

communicate with one another across the new universe, Sacrart.


